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Lecture 14: Graph-based dependency parsing
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■ No recitation on Friday (Tartan Community Day).
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:

■ Greedy choice of local transitions guided 
by a good classifier.
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:

■ Greedy choice of local transitions guided 
by a good classifier.

■ Examples: MaltParser [Nivre et al. 2008], 
Stack LSTM [Dyer et al. 2015]
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:

■ Greedy choice of local transitions guided 
by a good classifier.

■ Examples: MaltParser [Nivre et al. 2008], 
Stack LSTM [Dyer et al. 2015]

■ Graph-based dependency parsing:
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:

■ Greedy choice of local transitions guided 
by a good classifier.

■ Examples: MaltParser [Nivre et al. 2008], 
Stack LSTM [Dyer et al. 2015]

■ Graph-based dependency parsing:

■ Given scores for every pair of words, find 
the (globally) highest scoring set of edges.
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.

■ Transition-based (shift-reduce) parsing:

■ Greedy choice of local transitions guided 
by a good classifier.

■ Examples: MaltParser [Nivre et al. 2008], 
Stack LSTM [Dyer et al. 2015]

■ Graph-based dependency parsing:

■ Given scores for every pair of words, find 
the (globally) highest scoring set of edges.

■ Examples: MSTParser [McDonald et al. 
2005], TurboParser [Martins et al. 2009], 
Deep Biaffine [Dozat et al. 2017]
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between

■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches:

■ Score of a tree decomposes as sum of edge scores: 
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Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between

■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches:

■ Score of a tree decomposes as sum of edge scores: 
 

■ Start with a fully-connected directed graph

■ How to infer the highest scoring tree?
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Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between

■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches:

■ Score of a tree decomposes as sum of edge scores: 
 

■ Start with a fully-connected directed graph

■ How to infer the highest scoring tree?

■ Find a maximum directed spanning tree:  
Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) algorithm
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function MAXSPANNINGTREE(G=(V,E), root, score) returns spanning tree

F []
T’ []
score’ []
for each v 2 V do

bestInEdge argmaxe=(u,v)2 E score[e]
F F [ bestInEdge
for each e=(u,v) 2 E do

score’[e] score[e] � score[bestInEdge]

if T=(V,F) is a spanning tree then return it
else

C a cycle in F
G’ CONTRACT(G, C)
T’ MAXSPANNINGTREE(G’, root, score’)
T EXPAND(T’, C)
return T

function CONTRACT(G, C) returns contracted graph

function EXPAND(T, C) returns expanded graph

Figure 15.13 The Chu-Liu Edmonds algorithm for finding a maximum spanning tree in a
weighted directed graph.

that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.
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Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

select best incoming edge for each node

subtract its score from all incoming edges
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.
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X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
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NX
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edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
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time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
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Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).
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Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.
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NX

i=1
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

select best incoming edge for each node

subtract its score from all incoming edges
stopping condition
contract nodes if there are cycles
recursively compute MST
expand contracted nodes
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Figure 15.14 Chu-Liu-Edmonds graph-based example for Book that flight

Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
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Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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Or more succinctly.

score(S,e) = w · f

Given this formulation, we are faced with two problems in training our parser:
identifying relevant features and finding the weights used to score those features.

The features used to train edge-factored models mirror those used in training
transition-based parsers (as shown in Fig. 15.9). This is hardly surprising since in
both cases we’re trying to capture information about the relationship between heads
and their dependents in the context of a single relation. To summarize this earlier
discussion, commonly used features include:

• Wordforms, lemmas, and parts of speech of the headword and its dependent.
• Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after and between

the words.
• Word embeddings.
• The dependency relation itself.
• The direction of the relation (to the right or left).
• The distance from the head to the dependent.

As with transition-based approaches, pre-selected combinations of these features are
often used as well.

Given a set of features, our next problem is to learn a set of weights correspond-
ing to each. Unlike many of the learning problems discussed in earlier chapters,
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function MAXSPANNINGTREE(G=(V,E), root, score) returns spanning tree

F []
T’ []
score’ []
for each v 2 V do

bestInEdge argmaxe=(u,v)2 E score[e]
F F [ bestInEdge
for each e=(u,v) 2 E do

score’[e] score[e] � score[bestInEdge]

if T=(V,F) is a spanning tree then return it
else

C a cycle in F
G’ CONTRACT(G, C)
T’ MAXSPANNINGTREE(G’, root, score’)
T EXPAND(T’, C)
return T

function CONTRACT(G, C) returns contracted graph

function EXPAND(T, C) returns expanded graph

Figure 15.13 The Chu-Liu Edmonds algorithm for finding a maximum spanning tree in a
weighted directed graph.

that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

runtime?
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

runtime? naive: O(n3)
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that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

runtime? naive: O(n3)
fancy: O(n2 + nlogn)
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function MAXSPANNINGTREE(G=(V,E), root, score) returns spanning tree

F []
T’ []
score’ []
for each v 2 V do

bestInEdge argmaxe=(u,v)2 E score[e]
F F [ bestInEdge
for each e=(u,v) 2 E do

score’[e] score[e] � score[bestInEdge]

if T=(V,F) is a spanning tree then return it
else

C a cycle in F
G’ CONTRACT(G, C)
T’ MAXSPANNINGTREE(G’, root, score’)
T EXPAND(T’, C)
return T

function CONTRACT(G, C) returns contracted graph

function EXPAND(T, C) returns expanded graph

Figure 15.13 The Chu-Liu Edmonds algorithm for finding a maximum spanning tree in a
weighted directed graph.

that and flight. The scaled weights using the maximum value entering each node are
shown in the graph to the right.

Collapsing the cycle between that and flight to a single node (labelled tf) and
recursing with the newly scaled costs is shown in the second row. The greedy selec-
tion step in this recursion yields a spanning tree that links root to book, as well as an
edge that links book to the contracted node. Expanding the contracted node, we can
see that this edge corresponds to the edge from book to flight in the original graph.
This in turn tells us which edge to drop to eliminate the cycle

On arbitrary directed graphs, this version of the CLE algorithm runs in O(mn)
time, where m is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. Since this par-
ticular application of the algorithm begins by constructing a fully connected graph
m = n2 yielding a running time of O(n3). Gabow et al. (1986) present a more effi-
cient implementation with a running time of O(m+nlogn).

15.5.2 Features and Training

Given a sentence, S, and a candidate tree, T , edge-factored parsing models reduce
the score for the tree to a sum of the scores of the edges that comprise the tree.

score(S,T ) =
X

e2T

score(S,e)

Each edge score can, in turn, be reduced to a weighted sum of features extracted
from it.

score(S,e) =
NX

i=1

wi fi(S,e)

runtime? naive: O(n3)
fancy: O(n2 + nlogn)

what about labeled parsing?
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between

■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches: 

■ Score of a tree decomposes as sum of edge scores: 
 

■ Start with a fully-connected directed graph 

■ How to infer the highest scoring tree? 

■ Find a maximum directed spanning tree:  
Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) algorithm
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Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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■ For projective trees: Eisner’s algorithm [Eisner 1996] 
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■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches: score of a tree decomposes 
as sum of edge scores.



■ Can also define higher-order models: score decomposes as a sum of scores 
of local subgraphs. 
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Figure 11.6: Feature templates for higher-order dependency parsing

Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:

 (y,w; ✓) =
X

i
r
�!j2y

 (i
r
�! j,w; ✓). [11.2]

Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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 parent(i
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+
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 sibling(i
r
�! j, s, r0,w; ✓). [11.3]

The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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■ Can also define higher-order models: score decomposes as a sum of scores 
of local subgraphs. 
 
 
 

■ Have efficient (polynomial time) algorithms for second [Eisner 1996] and 
third order [Koo and Collins, 2010] projective dependency parsing.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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�! j,w; ✓). [11.2]

Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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■ Word forms, lemmas, parts of speech of the head word and its dependent 

■ Corresponding features derived from the contexts before, after, between words 

■ Word embeddings 

■ Dependency relation 

■ Direction of the relation (right or left) 

■ Distance from the head to the dependent 

■ Combinations of all of the above
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■ Concat + feed-forward [Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016]
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Figure 2: Illustration of the neural model scheme of the graph-based parser when calculating the score of a given parse
tree. The parse tree is depicted below the sentence. Each dependency arc in the sentence is scored using an MLP that
is fed the BiLSTM encoding of the words at the arc’s end points (the colors of the arcs correspond to colors of the
MLP inputs above), and the individual arc scores are summed to produce the final score. All the MLPs share the same
parameters. The figure depicts a single-layer BiLSTM, while in practice we use two layers. When parsing a sentence,
we compute scores for all possible n

2 arcs, and find the best scoring tree using a dynamic-programming algorithm.

scoring parse tree y in the space Y(s) of valid de-
pendency trees over s. In order to make the search
tractable, the scoring function is decomposed to the
sum of local scores for each part independently.

In this work, we focus on arc-factored graph
based approach presented in McDonald et al. (2005).
Arc-factored parsing decomposes the score of a tree
to the sum of the score of its head-modifier arcs
(h,m):

parse(s) = argmax

y2Y(s)

X

(h,m)2y

score
�
�(s, h,m)

�

Given the scores of the arcs the highest scoring pro-
jective tree can be efficiently found using Eisner’s
decoding algorithm (1996). McDonald et al. and
most subsequent work estimate the local score of an
arc by a linear model parameterized by a weight vec-
tor w, and a feature function �(s, h,m) assigning a
sparse feature vector for an arc linking modifier m
to head h. We follow Pei et al. (2015) and replace
the linear scoring function with an MLP.

The feature extractor �(s, h,m) is usually com-
plex, involving many elements (see Section 2.1).
In contrast, our feature extractor uses merely the

BiLSTM encoding of the head word and the mod-
ifier word:

�(s, h,m) = BIRNN(x1:n, h) � BIRNN(x1:n,m)

The final model is:

parse(s) = argmax

y2Y(s)
scoreglobal(s, y)

= argmax

y2Y(s)

X

(h,m)2y

score
�
�(s, h,m)

�

= argmax

y2Y(s)

X

(h,m)2y

MLP (vh � vm)

vi = BIRNN(x1:n, i)

The architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

Training The training objective is to set the score
function such that correct tree y is scored above in-
correct ones. We use a margin-based objective (Mc-
Donald et al., 2005; LeCun et al., 2006), aiming to
maximize the margin between the score of the gold
tree y and the highest scoring incorrect tree y

0. We
define a hinge loss with respect to a gold tree y as:
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scoring parse tree y in the space Y(s) of valid de-
pendency trees over s. In order to make the search
tractable, the scoring function is decomposed to the
sum of local scores for each part independently.

In this work, we focus on arc-factored graph
based approach presented in McDonald et al. (2005).
Arc-factored parsing decomposes the score of a tree
to the sum of the score of its head-modifier arcs
(h,m):
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Given the scores of the arcs the highest scoring pro-
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decoding algorithm (1996). McDonald et al. and
most subsequent work estimate the local score of an
arc by a linear model parameterized by a weight vec-
tor w, and a feature function �(s, h,m) assigning a
sparse feature vector for an arc linking modifier m
to head h. We follow Pei et al. (2015) and replace
the linear scoring function with an MLP.

The feature extractor �(s, h,m) is usually com-
plex, involving many elements (see Section 2.1).
In contrast, our feature extractor uses merely the

BiLSTM encoding of the head word and the mod-
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The architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

Training The training objective is to set the score
function such that correct tree y is scored above in-
correct ones. We use a margin-based objective (Mc-
Donald et al., 2005; LeCun et al., 2006), aiming to
maximize the margin between the score of the gold
tree y and the highest scoring incorrect tree y

0. We
define a hinge loss with respect to a gold tree y as:

stacked LSTM 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concat head, dependent 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0, 1�max

y0 6=y

X

(h,m)2y0
MLP (vh � vm)

+

X

(h,m)2y

MLP (vh � vm)

⌘

Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:
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Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n

2

matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
can be reduced to 2n multiplications and n

2 vec-
tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W

2 · vm
where W

1 and W
1 are are the first and second half

of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:
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Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n
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matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
can be reduced to 2n multiplications and n

2 vec-
tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W

2 · vm
where W

1 and W
1 are are the first and second half

of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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■ Concat + feed-forward [Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016]

■ Hinge loss:

■ w/ loss augmented inference: 
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Figure 2: Illustration of the neural model scheme of the graph-based parser when calculating the score of a given parse
tree. The parse tree is depicted below the sentence. Each dependency arc in the sentence is scored using an MLP that
is fed the BiLSTM encoding of the words at the arc’s end points (the colors of the arcs correspond to colors of the
MLP inputs above), and the individual arc scores are summed to produce the final score. All the MLPs share the same
parameters. The figure depicts a single-layer BiLSTM, while in practice we use two layers. When parsing a sentence,
we compute scores for all possible n

2 arcs, and find the best scoring tree using a dynamic-programming algorithm.

scoring parse tree y in the space Y(s) of valid de-
pendency trees over s. In order to make the search
tractable, the scoring function is decomposed to the
sum of local scores for each part independently.

In this work, we focus on arc-factored graph
based approach presented in McDonald et al. (2005).
Arc-factored parsing decomposes the score of a tree
to the sum of the score of its head-modifier arcs
(h,m):

parse(s) = argmax

y2Y(s)

X

(h,m)2y

score
�
�(s, h,m)

�

Given the scores of the arcs the highest scoring pro-
jective tree can be efficiently found using Eisner’s
decoding algorithm (1996). McDonald et al. and
most subsequent work estimate the local score of an
arc by a linear model parameterized by a weight vec-
tor w, and a feature function �(s, h,m) assigning a
sparse feature vector for an arc linking modifier m
to head h. We follow Pei et al. (2015) and replace
the linear scoring function with an MLP.

The feature extractor �(s, h,m) is usually com-
plex, involving many elements (see Section 2.1).
In contrast, our feature extractor uses merely the

BiLSTM encoding of the head word and the mod-
ifier word:

�(s, h,m) = BIRNN(x1:n, h) � BIRNN(x1:n,m)

The final model is:

parse(s) = argmax

y2Y(s)
scoreglobal(s, y)
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score
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MLP (vh � vm)

vi = BIRNN(x1:n, i)

The architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

Training The training objective is to set the score
function such that correct tree y is scored above in-
correct ones. We use a margin-based objective (Mc-
Donald et al., 2005; LeCun et al., 2006), aiming to
maximize the margin between the score of the gold
tree y and the highest scoring incorrect tree y

0. We
define a hinge loss with respect to a gold tree y as:
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Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:

max(0, 1 + score(x, y)�

max
y0 6=y

X

part2y0
(scorelocal(x, part) + part62y))

Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n

2

matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
can be reduced to 2n multiplications and n

2 vec-
tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W

2 · vm
where W

1 and W
1 are are the first and second half

of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:
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(scorelocal(x, part) + part62y))

Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n
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matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
can be reduced to 2n multiplications and n

2 vec-
tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W

2 · vm
where W

1 and W
1 are are the first and second half

of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:
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Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n
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matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
can be reduced to 2n multiplications and n

2 vec-
tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W

2 · vm
where W

1 and W
1 are are the first and second half

of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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Each of the tree scores is then calculated by acti-
vating the MLP on the arc representations. The en-
tire loss can viewed as the sum of multiple neural
networks, which is sub-differentiable. We calculate
the gradients of the entire network (including to the
BiLSTM encoder and word embeddings).

Labeled Parsing Up to now, we described unla-
beled parsing. A possible approach for adding la-
bels is to score the combination of an unlabeled arc
(h,m) and its label ` by considering the label as part
of the arc (h,m, `). This results in |Labels|⇥|Arcs|
parts that need to be scored, leading to slow parsing
speeds and arguably a harder learning problem.

Instead, we chose to first predict the unlabeled
structure using the model given above, and then pre-
dict the label of each resulting arc. Using this ap-
proach, the number of parts stays small, enabling
fast parsing.

The labeling of an arc (h,m) is performed using
the same feature representation �(s, h,m) fed into a
different MLP predictor:

label(h,m) = argmax
`2labels

MLPLBL(vh � vm)[`]

As before we use a margin based hinge loss. The la-
beler is trained on the gold trees.9 The BiLSTM en-
coder responsible for producing vh and vm is shared
with the arc-factored parser: the same BiLSTM en-
coder is used in the parer and the labeler. This
sharing of parameters can be seen as an instance of
multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997). As we show
in Section 6, the sharing is effective: training the
BiLSTM feature encoder to be good at predicting
arc-labels significantly improves the parser’s unla-
beled accuracy.

Loss augmented inference In initial experiments,
the network learned quickly and overfit the data. In

9When training the labeled parser, we calculate the structure
loss and the labeling loss for each training sentence, and sum
the losses prior to computing the gradients.

order to remedy this, we found it useful to use loss
augmented inference (Taskar et al., 2005). The in-
tuition behind loss augmented inference is to update
against trees which have high model scores and are
also very wrong. This is done by augmenting the
score of each part not belonging to the gold tree by
adding a constant to its score. Formally, the loss
transforms as follows:
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Speed improvements The arc-factored model re-
quires the scoring of n2 arcs. Scoring is performed
using an MLP with one hidden layer, resulting in n
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matrix-vector multiplications from the input to the
hidden layer, and n

2 multiplications from the hid-
den to the output layer. The first n2 multiplications
involve larger dimensional input and output vectors,
and are the most time consuming. Fortunately, these
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tor additions, by observing that the multiplication
W · (vh � vm) can be written as W 1 · vh +W
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where W
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of the matrix W and reusing the products across dif-
ferent pairs.
Summary The graph-based parser is straight-
forward first-order parser, trained with a margin-
based hinge-loss and loss-augmented inference. We
depart from the literature by replacing the hand-
crafted feature function with a concatenation of
BiLSTM representations of the head and modifier
words, and training the BiLSTM encoder jointly
with the structured objective. We also introduce a
novel multi-task learning approach for labeled pars-
ing by training a second-stage arc-labeler sharing the
same BiLSTM encoder with the unlabeled parser.

6 Experiments and Results

We evaluated our parsing model on English and Chi-
nese data. For comparison purposes we follow the
setup of Dyer et al. (2015).

Data For English, we used the Stanford Depen-
dency (SD) (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) con-
version of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
using the standard train/dev/test splits with the
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■ Biaffine classifier [Dozat and Manning, 2017]Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2017
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Figure 2: BiLSTM with deep biaffine attention to score each possible head for each dependent,
applied to the sentence “Casey hugged Kim”. We reverse the order of the biaffine transformation
here for clarity.

classifier, but using a (d # d) linear transformation of the stacked LSTM output RU (1) in place of

the weight matrix W and a (d# 1) transformation Ru(2) for the bias term b (2).

si = Wri + b Fixed-class affine classifier (1)

s
(arc)
i =

!

RU (1)
"

ri +
!

Ru
(2)

"

Variable-class biaffine classifier (2)

In addition to being arguably simpler than the MLP-based approach (involving one bilinear layer
rather than two linear layers and a nonlinearity), this has the conceptual advantage of directly mod-
eling both the prior probability of a word j receiving any dependents in the term r!j u

(2) and the

likelihood of j receiving a specific dependent i in the term r!j U
(1)ri. Analogously, we also use a

biaffine classifier to predict dependency labels given the gold or predicted head yi (3).

s
(label)
i = r

!

yi
U

(1)
ri + (ryi

" ri)
!U (2) + b Fixed-class biaffine classifier (3)

This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
which uses the recurrent states directly.
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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Figure 2: BiLSTM with deep biaffine attention to score each possible head for each dependent,
applied to the sentence “Casey hugged Kim”. We reverse the order of the biaffine transformation
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In addition to being arguably simpler than the MLP-based approach (involving one bilinear layer
rather than two linear layers and a nonlinearity), this has the conceptual advantage of directly mod-
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This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
which uses the recurrent states directly.
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
which uses the recurrent states directly.
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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Figure 2: BiLSTM with deep biaffine attention to score each possible head for each dependent,
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This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
which uses the recurrent states directly.
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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In addition to being arguably simpler than the MLP-based approach (involving one bilinear layer
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This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
which uses the recurrent states directly.
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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This likewise directly models each of the prior probability of each class, the likelihood of a class
given just word i (how probable a word is to take a particular label), the likelihood of a class given
just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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just the head word yi (how probable a word is to take dependents with a particular label), and the
likelihood of a class given both word i and its head (how probable a word is to take a particular label
given that word’s head).

Applying smaller MLPs to the recurrent output states before the biaffine classifier has the advantage
of stripping away information not relevant to the current decision. That is, every top recurrent state
ri will need to carry enough information to identify word i’s head, find all its dependents, exclude all
its non-dependents, assign itself the correct label, and assign all its dependents their correct labels, as
well as transfer any relevant information to the recurrent states of words before and after it. Thus ri
necessarily contains significantly more information than is needed to compute any individual score,
and training on this superfluous information needlessly reduces parsing speed and increases the risk
of overfitting. Reducing dimensionality and applying a nonlinearity (4 - 6) addresses both of these
problems. We call this a deep bilinear attention mechanism, as opposed to shallow bilinear attention,
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We apply MLPs to the recurrent states before using them in the label classifier as well. As with other
graph-based models, the predicted tree at training time is the one where each word is a dependent of
its highest scoring head (although at test time we ensure that the parse is a well-formed tree via the
MST algorithm).
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Figure 11.6: Feature templates for higher-order dependency parsing

Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:

 (y,w; ✓) =
X

i
r
�!j2y

 (i
r
�! j,w; ✓). [11.2]

Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,

 (y,w; ✓) =
X
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�!j2y

 parent(i
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�! j,w; ✓)

+
X

k
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 grandparent(i
r
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+
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s 6=j

 sibling(i
r
�! j, s, r0,w; ✓). [11.3]

The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:

 (y,w; ✓) =
X
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 (i
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�! j,w; ✓). [11.2]

Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches: score of a tree decomposes 
as sum of edge scores.

■ How to learn θ ? 

■ Locally normalized: predict each head and its label, softmax, log loss.

■ Hinge loss: Find the best scoring tree, and penalize edges not in the gold 
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Algorithms that search over this space of possible graphs are known as graph-based de-
pendency parsers.

In sequence labeling and constituent parsing, it was possible to search efficiently over
an exponential space by choosing a feature function that decomposes into a sum of local
feature vectors. A similar approach is possible for dependency parsing, by requiring the
scoring function to decompose across dependency arcs:
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Dependency parsers that operate under this assumption are known as arc-factored, since
the score of a graph is the product of the scores of all arcs.

Higher-order dependency parsing The arc-factored decomposition can be relaxed to al-
low higher-order dependencies. In second-order dependency parsing, the scoring func-
tion may include grandparents and siblings, as shown by the templates in Figure 11.6.
The scoring function is,
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The top line scores computes a scoring function that includes the grandparent k; the
bottom line computes a scoring function for each sibling s. For projective dependency
graphs, there are efficient algorithms for second-order and third-order dependency pars-
ing (Eisner, 1996; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Koo and Collins, 2010); for non-projective
dependency graphs, second-order dependency parsing is NP-hard (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). The specific algorithms are discussed in the next section.
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■ Edge-factored (or arc-factored) approaches: score of a tree decomposes 
as sum of edge scores.

■ How to learn θ ? 

■ Locally normalized: predict each head and its label, softmax, log loss.

■ Hinge loss: Find the best scoring tree, and penalize edges not in the gold 
tree (with a margin).

■ Globally normalized CRF: can compute marginals/partition function using a 
variant of Kirchhoff’s Matrix-Tree Theorem [Tutte, 1984; Koo et al. 2007].
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■ Transition-based 

■ Fast 

■ Greedy / local inference 

■ Maybe closer to humans?8 CHAPTER 15 • DEPENDENCY PARSING

Dependency
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Parser

Input buffer

Stack Oracle

Figure 15.5 Basic transition-based parser. The parser examines the top two elements of the
stack and selects an action based on consulting an oracle that examines the current configura-
tion.

ROOT node, the word list is initialized with the set of the words or lemmatized tokens
in the sentence, and an empty set of relations is created to represent the parse. In the
final goal state, the stack and the word list should be empty, and the set of relations
will represent the final parse.

In the standard approach to transition-based parsing, the operators used to pro-
duce new configurations are surprisingly simple and correspond to the intuitive ac-
tions one might take in creating a dependency tree by examining the words in a
single pass over the input from left to right (Covington, 2001):

• Assign the current word as the head of some previously seen word,
• Assign some previously seen word as the head of the current word,
• Or postpone doing anything with the current word, adding it to a store for later

processing.
To make these actions more precise, we’ll create three transition operators that

will operate on the top two elements of the stack:
• LEFTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the word at the top of

the stack and the word directly beneath it; remove the lower word from the
stack.

• RIGHTARC: Assert a head-dependent relation between the second word on
the stack and the word at the top; remove the word at the top of the stack;

• SHIFT: Remove the word from the front of the input buffer and push it onto
the stack.

This particular set of operators implements what is known as the arc standardarc standard

approach to transition-based parsing (Covington 2001, Nivre 2003). There are two
notable characteristics to this approach: the transition operators only assert relations
between elements at the top of the stack, and once an element has been assigned
its head it is removed from the stack and is not available for further processing.
As we’ll see, there are alternative transition systems which demonstrate different
parsing behaviors, but the arc standard approach is quite effective and is simple to
implement.
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Figure 15.12 Initial rooted, directed graph for Book that flight.

Unfortunately, this approach doesn’t always lead to a tree since the set of edges
selected may contain cycles. Fortunately, in yet another case of multiple discovery,
there is a straightforward way to eliminate cycles generated during the greedy se-
lection phase. Chu and Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967) independently developed
an approach that begins with greedy selection and follows with an elegant recursive
cleanup phase that eliminates cycles.

The cleanup phase begins by adjusting all the weights in the graph by subtracting
the score of the maximum edge entering each vertex from the score of all the edges
entering that vertex. This is where the intuitions mentioned earlier come into play.
We have scaled the values of the edges so that the weight of the edges in the cycle
have no bearing on the weight of any of the possible spanning trees. Subtracting the
value of the edge with maximum weight from each edge entering a vertex results
in a weight of zero for all of the edges selected during the greedy selection phase,
including all of the edges involved in the cycle.

Having adjusted the weights, the algorithm creates a new graph by selecting a
cycle and collapsing it into a single new node. Edges that enter or leave the cycle
are altered so that they now enter or leave the newly collapsed node. Edges that do
not touch the cycle are included and edges within the cycle are dropped.

Now, if we knew the maximum spanning tree of this new graph, we would have
what we need to eliminate the cycle. The edge of the maximum spanning tree di-
rected towards the vertex representing the collapsed cycle tells us which edge to
delete to eliminate the cycle. How do we find the maximum spanning tree of this
new graph? We recursively apply the algorithm to the new graph. This will either
result in a spanning tree or a graph with a cycle. The recursions can continue as long
as cycles are encountered. When each recursion completes we expand the collapsed
vertex, restoring all the vertices and edges from the cycle with the exception of the
single edge to be deleted.

Putting all this together, the maximum spanning tree algorithm consists of greedy
edge selection, re-scoring of edge costs and a recursive cleanup phase when needed.
The full algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.13.

Fig. 15.14 steps through the algorithm with our Book that flight example. The
first row of the figure illustrates greedy edge selection with the edges chosen shown
in blue (corresponding to the set F in the algorithm). This results in a cycle between
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■ No recitation on Friday (Tartan Community Day).


